
�anjavur, the 1,000-year-old Chola capital, is still defined by its Hindu art and

architecture, and nurtured its identity closer to home. Karaikudi, on the other hand,

is a more recent Chettiar stronghold, with a cultural landscape shaped by the

community’s trade links with faraway lands. 

�e terrain has a lot to do with it. ‘�anjavur’ (formerly Tanjore) in Tamil means

a city surrounded by cold farmlands. Sitting pretty in Tamil Nadu’s rice bowl,

the parrot-green paddy fields are dotted with women in vibrant cotton sarees

and men in white dhotis as they till and plough the land. Rich harvests meant

enough time for leisure and introspection, giving rise to a culture that is still

celebrated for its dance, music and architecture. Karaikudi, on the other hand,

derives its name from the thorny ‘karai’ plant, one of the very few things that can

strike root in the stubborn red laterite soil. �e absence of agriculture meant that

only the ingenious and industrious could survive here. Enter the Chettiars.

�e Chettiars settled here in the 19th century, and where cultivation could not

thrive, trade did. �e mercantile population forged links with Burma, Sri Lanka,

Malaysia, Vietnam and Cambodia and grew to be one of the wealthiest

communities in the state. �ey weren’t just traders, they were bankers to the British,

and today, they helm some of the state’s most prolific businesses.

�e Chettiars liked to live large, and the thousands of palatial, brightly-coloured

mansions in Karaikudi and its surrounding villages are proof. �e houses are a mix

of Tamil, Art Deco and colonial English styles, and span 40,000 sq � on average,

with roughly 100 rooms. Venetian stained glass, Birmingham steel, Murano glass

chandeliers and Burma teak are de rigueur. Treasures acquired by trade were o�en

locked up in the rooms, and gold was hidden away in the walls.

Even in the midst of all this grandeur, what the Chettiars considered their true

wealth was family. �e mansions housed joint families, and would come alive with

colour and chaos during festivals and family functions. Since the men of the house

were abroad on business and came home only once in several years, the houses

drew even distant relatives to a common hearth. Despite its cavernous capacity,

with rooms to get lost in, everyone would come together, unfailingly, when it was

time to eat.

�e tireless inventions in these Chettinad kitchens have bequeathed a cuisine that

is always a feast. �e Chettiars’ role in the spice trade birthed the famously fiery

homemade masala of freshly-ground spices tempered with tamarind and bay leaves.

Fans of Chicken Chettinad can thank the mind-expanding influences of travel,

which brought meat to the tables of this traditionally vegetarian community.

�e kitchen was tucked away towards the last courtyard of the property and

presided over by the oldest woman of the household, the formidable aachi.

She also oversaw the family finances, and tied tightly to her cotton saree would be

the keys to the mansion’s many rooms. Considering what the rooms were made of,

and held, this responsibility wasn’t for the wilting wallflower. 

Karaikudi’s mansions aren’t just a hedonistic display of fortune, but also its transience.

�e Chettiar diaspora is finding it increasingly difficult to sustain or stay in these

mansions, and is tearing them down. Everything from beautifully carved teakwood

doors and brass prayer idols to vintage photos of forgotten family members find

their way to Karaikudi’s Antique Street. Store a�er store in this crowded passage

through time has antiques of every description, and you’ll find it difficult to leave

empty-handed. A word of caution, though – there are fakes aplenty, so check out

a few stores and make sure that the piece you’ve chosen is unique.

�ankfully, forsaken family possessions aren’t the only cottage industry in Karaikudi.

Chettinad kottan - the colourful woven palmyra baskets, Athangudi tiles, and the

checked cotton sarees called Kandangi are lovely souvenirs to bring back home. 

A short drive and centuries away is �anjavur, a temple town that has thrived in

the Cauvery delta for more than a millennium. �e Brihadeeswarar temple,

a UNESCO World Heritage site, rises like a ruddy hill over the town’s skyline.

It towers over a grid of narrow bazaars and ancient buildings that are cooled by the

shade of neem trees. Shrines mark each street corner and temple bells dictate the

pace of life here. Calendars are used only to mask fissures on the town’s wizened

walls, so the date could be off by a few centuries.

Bharatanatyam dancers still plan their performances at the Brihadeeswarar temple

by the phases of the moon; the full moon is the perfect spotlight for their open-air

performances, and on Amavasya, not a ghungroo echoes through the halls.

�e temple has always been one of the key centres for the dance, and inscriptions

tell us that of the 1,000 people once employed at the temple, 400 were temple

dancers. Just as it did centuries ago, the zari of their costumes reflects the lights

of the temple lamps; the rustle of silk is still drowned out by the mridangam.

Even today, major festivals are commemorated with a Bharatanatyam performance

at the temple, and crowds converge in the thousands, following an ancient rhythm.

Only the occasional flash from a camera reminds you that it’s been more than 1,000

years since Raja Raja Chola I commissioned the temple complex. It’s beautifully

maintained by the ASI, and legions of worshippers. One of the few South Indian

temples in which the vimanam towers over the gopuram (it’s usually the other

way around), the complex is called the Big Temple by locals.  �e numbers tell us

why – at the centre of its 36 acres is a shrine with a vimanam that rises 198 feet and

is crowned by an 81 tonne dome. 1008 statues of Nandi surround this Shiva temple,

testament to the Cholas’ belief in the power of the number 9.

Each succeeding dynasty was eager to leave an impression, and layered the town

with their own culture; the �anjavur Maratha Palace is one of the few remaining

examples of their efforts. Originally constructed by the �anjavur Nayaks, the

palace was settled by the Marathas when Venkoji, the half-brother of Shivaji,

rode into town with his army. 

�e palace offers a glimpse of the era’s glory. Its durbar hall, painted in a kaleidoscope

of colours, is musty with nostalgia. �ere are frescoes and sculptures aplenty,

of everyday life in the court and city. Here, in a corner, a courtier romances a dancer,

the white jasmine in her hair now browned by decay; in another, a father indulgently

lets his son pull him away from his duties at court, and a third sculpture shows

a soldier ready for battle. 

�e mix of Mughal and Dravidian architecture is so visually rich, and in each of the

paintings, the Marathas’ signature shindeshahi pagadi reminds you of just how

unique �anjavur’s Maratha legacy is. 

In 1767, a boy called Kaakarla Tyaagabrahmam was born in the �anjavur Maratha

kingdom of �iruvarur. Carnatic music aficionados know him as Tyagaraja, the

saint who dedicated his compositions to Lord Rama and had a far-reaching influence

on the genre. Together with Muthuswami Dikshitar and Shyama Shastri, also from

�iruvarur, they were the holy trinity of Carnatic music. Every January, Carnatic

music’s who’s-who perform at the Tyagaraja Aradhana, a music festival that

celebrates the composer’s genius.

Tyagaraja was invited by the Maratha royals to perform at the �anjavur Palace,

but devoted to his god and music, he spurned them. �e royals were enthusiastic

patrons of art and music; Serfoji II, the icon of the �anjavur Maratha dynasty,

himself composed several pieces and is credited with introducing western musical

instruments to Carnatic music. His staggering collection of manuscripts can be

found in the Saraswathi Mahal Library.

Visit the neighbouring Kandiya Heritage and Tanjore Collections to buy the town’s

famous Tanjore paintings, bronze idols, and dancing dolls. Better yet, you could

visit the artisans themselves in their ancestral homes (which also double up as

factories), see them at work and buy the paintings on site.

Souvenirs apart, the crowded bazaars of �anjavur are more preoccupied with the

present and the mundane. Steel and brass utensils, cotton sarees, Chinese knock-offs,

and pooja paraphernalia abound. 

Thanjavur and Karaikudi –  A tale of two cultures

T R A V E L

estled in the sleep-inducing warmth of Tamil Nadu’s heartland,
    �anjavur and Karaikudi are separated by a little over

    100 kilometers, but seem worlds apart. 
N

Karaikudi – �e land of millionaire merchants

�anjavur - Of temples and tradition

It’s here that the difference between �anjavur and Karaikudi is most visible.

In a word, it’s continuity. �e temple town is timeless and enduring.

Its fields are green with promise and its boundaries are slowly expanding. Karaikudi,

unfortunately, seems dedicated to preserving the past in the absence of a future.

Perhaps one of the few things these towns have in common is the audacious dreams

of its people, expressed in art on the one hand, adventure and ambition on the other.

�eir stories are so unlike, and yet, so equally rich.

Get there:

Fly to Trichy airport, or take the scenic route 

by train. Alternatively, it takes around 7 hours to drive down 

from Chennai or Bangalore. 

Stay at:

KARAIKUDI

�e Bangala or Chettinadu Mansion, heritage properties 

that offer an immersion into the community’s lavish lifestyle 

and piquant cuisine.

THANJAVUR

Ideal River View Resort offers a relaxing stay in a luxe ambiance, while Tanjore HI

is a heritage property that’s within walking distance of the town’s attractions. 

�is post was written by Kavita Mohandas Rao


